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or over 25 years, Occupational Health Services, Inc. (OHS),
part of Elsevier MDL, has provided Material Safety Data Sheet
(MSDS) databases and authoring services to leading companies

around the world that manufacture or use chemical substances.

Now Elsevier MDL OHS has expanded those offerings to make
material safety information available at no additional charge to
researchers holding licenses for a number of MDL products.

The new OHS Platinum Service provides access to Summary
Sheets from the OHS Pure Substance Database, a collection of
more than 20,000 independently researched and authored MSDS’s.
Researchers can immediately access Summary Sheets while viewing
substance information in DiscoveryGate®, MDL® Logistics and 
other MDL inventory tools, including the MDL® Available Chemicals
Directory Finder (for MDL® ACD and MDL® Screening Compounds
Directory), MDL® SMART and MDL® CIMS.

“The OHS Platinum Service makes it easy to quickly reference safe-
ty information from MDL applications,” said Craig Morgan, product
manager for MDL Available Chemicals Directory. “If a chemical sub-
stance has an associated OHS MSDS, researchers will see a multi-
colored safety diamond in applications like MDL ACD Finder and
MDL Logistics.” (Figure 1)

In DiscoveryGate, substances that have safety data available are
indicated by a link to OHS MSDS in the ‘Also found in’ list of data-
bases. (Figure 1)

“To see the OHS Summary Sheet researchers simply click the safety
diamond and the Summary Sheet appears in their default Web browser,”
said Morgan. “This gives an immediate view of substance information
concerning reactivity, incompatible substances, exposure limits, hazards,
potential health effects and so on.” (Figure 2)

OHS Platinum Service is already configured and available via
DiscoveryGate and MDL Logistics. To configure Platinum Service in
ACD Finder and other applications, visit the Support > Knowledge
Base on www.mdl.com.

Summary Sheets in the Platinum Service are currently U.S. English
only. For access to the full MSDS, a license is available under the
OHS Platinum Plus plan (Figure 3). Customers have the option to
configure Platinum Plus service so researchers link directly to the full
MSDS without viewing the summary.

OHS Premier Service

OHS also offers a Premier Service, featuring its own native Web interface
for accessing full MSDS data. Access to full OHS MSDS’s helps organi-
zations address critical regulatory issues efficiently and cost effectively.

MSDS’s in the Pure Substance Database are independently researched
and authored, updated quarterly, standardized (ANSI Standard 16-
section format) and include European safety data and international
24-hour emergency response support by CHEMTREC®. They 

have over 30 physical data elements and include detailed chemical
incompatibilities, international exposure limits, transportation classifi-
cations, health effects and toxicological data.

Access material safety data from MDL applications

OHS Platinum Service available at no additional charge

F

Figure 1: To view OHS Summary Sheet at no charge from MDL Logistics,
ACD Finder and other MDL applications, click the safety diamond. From
DiscoveryGate, click ‘OHS MSDS’ in the list of ‘Also found in’ data sources. 
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Organizations can access their own proprietary EH&S data and additional data sources with
OHS Premier Service. It supports a broad range of international formats and standards and
offers MSDS’s in U.S. English, U.K. English, Canadian French, French, German, Spanish,
Latin American Spanish, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Danish, Chinese
and Japanese.

For more information on OHS Platinum Plus and OHS Premier services or access to
OHS Summary Sheets contact your Elsevier MDL Account Manager.

Figure 3: With OHS Platinum Plus or OHS Premier Service, researchers can view full MSDS’s with
over 30 physical data elements, in-depth health effects and toxicological information and more.

Figure 2: OHS Summary Sheets provide a quick view of vital environmental, health and safety 
information taken from OHS MSDS’s. 
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To meet complex EH&S regulatory requirements,
specialists must author and manage MSDS’s,
track and report the use of chemicals, steward 
products within various markets and manage
employee safety training.

OHS helps companies achieve compliance efficiently,
offering international languages and standards,
European safety data, custom EH&S data services
and continuous support from EH&S experts.

“OHS reference databases of MSDS information,
such as the OHS Pure Substance Database, help
companies satisfy regulatory requirements and
provide researchers in labs around the world with
safety information to manage their environmental,
health and safety data,” says Mary Rudolph,
General Manager, Elsevier MDL OHS.

OHS databases can be installed in-house or
accessed via hosted online services—OHS
Premier and OHS Platinum (see main article).

For companies that need custom MSDS’s,
OHS provides authoring services. Annually, 
OHS manages over 600,000 unique MSDS’s 
for organizations’ proprietary data.

“By providing a range of services, we help
companies minimize the need for extra staffing 
and contractors,” says Rudolph. “Customers get
their foreign language translations in weeks instead 
of months and are able to meet regulatory compliance
much more quickly.”

Companies that sell products requiring an 
MSDS can outsource the delivery and manage-
ment to OHS. Through a feed from the supplier
company’s sales system, OHS automatically 
delivers the appropriate, current MSDS to the
customer with each sale.

“We take the burden off companies and let them
focus on their core business,” says Rudolph. For
more information, go to www.mdl.com/ohs.

Share your company's experiences with MDL solutions. Submit an article idea at www.mdl.com/news.


